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Abstract
This contribution presents D-Terminer: an open access, online demo for monolingual and multilingual automatic term
extraction from parallel corpora. The monolingual term extraction is based on a recurrent neural network, with a supervised
methodology that relies on pretrained embeddings. Candidate terms can be tagged in their original context and there is no need
for a large corpus, as the methodology will work even for single sentences. With the bilingual term extraction from parallel
corpora, potentially equivalent candidate term pairs are extracted from translation memories and manual annotation of the
results shows that good equivalents are found for most candidate terms. Accompanying the release of the demo is an updated
version of the ACTER Annotated Corpora for Term Extraction Research (version 1.5).
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1. Introduction
Based on the D-TERMINE (Data-driven Term
Extraction Methodologies Investigated) PhD re-
search (Rigouts Terryn, 2021), an online demo,
D-Terminer1, has been developed for automatic
term extraction, i.e., the automatic identification
of specialised, domain-specific vocabulary in text.
The D-Terminer demo supports monolingual term
extraction in English, French, Dutch, and German,
as well as bilingual automatic term extraction from
parallel corpora with pairs of those same languages.
The code is open source2 and the service is freely
available, though restrictions apply to the maximum
allowed volume of submitted texts. This is an ongoing
project with research plans for improvements in
many directions, ranging from more advanced term
extraction to more customisation and export options.
The monolingual methodology has been elaborately
described in previous work (Rigouts Terryn et al.,
2022), so the current contribution will focus on the
methodology and evaluation of the multilingual term
extraction.
Accompanying the launch of this demo is the release
of an updated version (1.5) of the Annotated Cor-
pora for Term Extraction Research (ACTER) dataset
(Rigouts Terryn et al., 2020b), also freely available on-
line under a Creative Commons license (Ayla Rigouts
Terryn, Veronique Hoste and Els Lefever, 2022)3.
Apart from some minor improvements in the annota-

1D-Terminer demo:
https://lt3.ugent.be/dterminer/

2D-Terminer GitHub repository:
https://github.ugent.be/lt3/D-Terminer/

3ACTER GitHub repository:
https://github.com/AylaRT/ACTER

tions themselves (removal of overly long Named Enti-
ties and normalisation of accented uppercase “I” char-
acter to avoid issues with lowercasing), the main dif-
ference is that the annotated terms have now been
made available as sequential annotations in the origi-
nal context, to complement the original format of lists
of unique annotations. After a brief overview of the
related research, the update of the dataset is discussed.
The next section is dedicated to the monolingual term
extraction methodology and its implementation into the
demo. Next, the methodology and evaluation of the
bilingual term extraction are discussed, before conclud-
ing with an overview and future research plans.

2. Related Research
Over the past decades, research into monolingual auto-
matic term extraction first evolved from linguistic (e.g.,
(Justeson and Katz, 1995) and statistical (Sparck Jones,
1972) methodologies to hybrid methodologies. These
rule-based hybrid methodologies combine linguistic in-
formation like part-of-speech patterns, with statisti-
cal metrics used to calculate termhood and unithood
(Kageura and Umino, 1996), which measure how re-
lated the candidate term (CT) is to the domain, and, in
case of candidate multi-word terms, whether the indi-
vidual components form a cohesive unit. Rule-based
hybrid methodologies reached state-of-the-art results
for many years, with early work by, a.o., Daille (1994)
and Drouin (1997). Variations are still being devel-
oped and used more recently as well, e.g. (Kosa et al.,
2020; Steingrı́msson et al., 2020; Truica and Apostol,
2021). However, (supervised) machine learning meth-
ods have become more popular for automatic term ex-
traction, just like for most other areas in natural lan-
guage processing. Early attempts used algorithms such
as AdaBoost (Vivaldi et al., 2001; Patry and Langlais,

https://lt3.ugent.be/dterminer/
https://github.ugent.be/lt3/D-Terminer/
https://github.com/AylaRT/ACTER
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2005), RIPPER rule induction (Foo and Merkel, 2010),
logistic regression (Nokel, Michael et al., 2012; Fe-
dorenko et al., 2013), and many others. This allowed
researchers to combine more information and different
kinds of information to detect terms, complementing
the traditional linguistic and statistical features, e.g.,
topic modelling (Bolshakova et al., 2013), consultation
of external resources and internet searches (Ramisch et
al., 2010), and word embeddings (Wang et al., 2016;
Amjadian et al., 2018). The rise of deep learning
has seen more neural approaches in recent years, e.g.,
(Kucza et al., 2018; Shah et al., 2019; Hätty, 2020).
The latest trend is the use of language models and se-
quential methods for automatic term extraction (Gao
and Yuan, 2019; Lang et al., 2021), where CTs are
detected in their original contexts, usually by classi-
fying each token in text as (part of a) term or not.
Most commercial term extraction tools (or tools that
include term extraction), e.g., MultiTerm Extract4 and
SketchEngine5, or online demos by researchers, e.g.,
TermoStat6 (Drouin, 2003) and TerMine (Frantzi et al.,
2000) rely on rule-based hybrid methodologies.

Multilingual automatic term extraction aims to not
only detect CTs, but cross-lingual candidate term pairs.
Multilingual term extraction can be performed on par-
allel corpora, or comparable corpora. The current con-
tribution focuses on the former, i.e., corpora of trans-
lations that can be aligned. As discussed by Foo
(2012), methodologies can broadly be divided into two
groups: “align-extract” and “extract-align”, depend-
ing on whether monolingual CTs are extracted first,
or whether alignment is performed first (so multilin-
gual clues can be considered for the monolingual ex-
traction). As stated by Repar et al. (2019), the for-
mer is the more common. Nevertheless, there are in-
dications that multilingual information can help during
the monolingual extraction phase. The TExSIS tool for
bilingual automatic term extraction from parallel cor-
pora (Macken et al., 2013) starts by extracting word
alignments with GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003). Next,
rule-based chunking is applied (Macken and Daele-
mans, 2010), after which “a bootstrapping approach is
used to extract language-pair specific translation rules”
(p. 11). CTs can then be generated based on the aligned
phrases, which are further filtered based on statistical
(termhood) measures. Whether alignment is performed
before or after extraction, Moses phrases tables (Koehn
et al., 2007) and GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) remain
some of the most popular methodologies for the align-
ment (Ivanović et al., 2022). The use of language mod-
els is generally more common for extraction from com-
parable corpora.

4https://www.trados.com/products/multiterm-desktop/
5https://www.sketchengine.eu/
6http://termostat.ling.umontreal.ca/

3. ACTER 1.5
For transparency and to encourage similar research, the
launch of the demo is accompanied by an updated ver-
sion of the ACTER dataset. Since the methodology for
monolingual term extraction is trained on ACTER, we
start with a brief description of the dataset and update.
ACTER was first launched in 2020 (Rigouts Terryn et
al., 2020a) and is a dataset with comparable corpora7

in three languages (English, French, Dutch), and four
domains (corruption, dressage, heart failure, wind en-
ergy). Terms and Named Entities have been manually
annotated with four different labels (Specific Terms,
Common Terms, Out-of-Domain Terms, and Named
Entities). In total, ACTER contains 18,928 unique an-
notations in corpora of 719,265 tokens. Originally, an-
notations were only made available as lists of unique
(lowercased) annotations (without context). Version
1.5 now includes sequential annotations with IOB la-
bels (Inside, Outside, Beginning) as well. The way
these annotations were obtained is well-documented in
both the related paper (Rigouts Terryn et al., 2022) and
the readme.md file associated with the dataset. This
was necessary since the dataset was already starting
to be used in sequential methods (Lang et al., 2021),
where the lists of annotations were mapped back to the
original text. Since the original annotations were made
in context, and creating a sequential dataset from these
annotations is not always straightforward (due to nested
annotations etc.), the annotations have now been made
available in this well-documented sequential IO(B) for-
mat so researchers can all start from the same dataset
and compare results. Additionally, tokenised versions
of the annotations as lists are now included as well,
since the original annotations do not always coincide
with token boundaries. The monolingual models used
for D-Terminer are based on this version of ACTER.

4. Monolingual Term extraction
The monolingual term extraction in the D-Terminer
demo is a supervised system, trained on ACTER. The
method is described in more detail in a previous pub-
lication (Rigouts Terryn et al., 2022), which includes
a thorough evaluation. Since the exact same method-
ology is used for the demo, with even more available
training data (no held-out test corpus), results will be
similar (perhaps even slightly better) than those re-
ported. With the Flair framework (Akbik et al., 2019),
a recurrent neural network was trained to tag each se-
quential token in a domain-specific text as (part of) a
term or not, using the biLSTM-CRF architecture and
pretrained multilingual BERT embeddings (Devlin et
al., 2019). This methodology was shown to perform
well, though results remain highly dependent on the
domain, language, and relevance of the training data.
For monolingual term extraction with the D-Terminer
demo, users are first prompted to upload a domain-

7except for one parallel corpus in the domain of corrup-
tion
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specific corpus of one or more plain text (.txt) files.
In contrast to most currently available term extrac-
tion tools, which rely on statistical termhood and unit-
hood metrics, the D-Terminer methodology will per-
form equally well on a small corpus (or even a single
sentence), as on a larger corpus. Of course, a larger
corpus of domain-specific texts will result in a more
comprehensive and representative overview of terms in
the domain. This first version of D-Terminer only to-
kenises the corpus and does not perform additional lin-
guistic preprocessing.
Once the corpus has been uploaded, users are redi-
rected to a new page where they can start the mono-
lingual term extraction. There are three customisable
settings pertaining to the training data. The first is to
choose between an IOB (Inside-Outside-Beginning) or
a binary (IO) tagging scheme. Performance was shown
to be similar for both, but can have an impact on the
results (e.g., more long terms for IO tagging). The sec-
ond option concerns the domains on which the system
will be trained. Training data will always include all
ACTER languages (English, French, Dutch), since the
models using multilingual BERT were shown to gen-
eralise well across languages. Domain, however, was
shown to have a bigger impact on results. To extract
terms in a domain that does not resemble any of the do-
mains in ACTER (corruption, dressage, heart failure,
and wind energy), it is recommended to use a model
trained on the entire dataset. If however, the domain
is more closely related, it can be beneficial to use a
model trained only on the most similar domain. For
instance, the corpus on heart failure is trained on med-
ical abstracts and short papers. These texts contain
many terms, and many very specific terms. Therefore,
to extract terms in a medical text (even one not re-
lated specifically to heart failure), results may be better
with the model trained only on the heart failure corpus.
More detailed descriptions of the corpora can be found
on the demo website. The third and final customis-
able setting for the monolingual term extraction con-
cerns the types of terms that will be extracted. ACTER
contains annotations with four labels: Specific Terms,
Common Terms, Out-of-Domain Terms, and Named
Entities. Users can select a model that focuses on all,
or only on a subset of these labels. Since these three
customisable settings are mostly relevant for more ad-
vanced users, a standard configuration (IOB labels, all
domains, all labels) is offered and recommended.
Results of the monolingual term extraction can be
viewed in two ways: either a list of all unique CTs (and
their frequencies) in a table, or highlighted CTs in the
original texts. These results can also be exported.

5. Bilingual Automatic Term Extraction
5.1. Methodology
For the bilingual automatic term extraction, a bilingual
domain-specific corpus can be submitted as a transla-
tion memory (one or more .tmx files). First, mono-

lingual term extraction is performed on each language
separately, as described above. Users then choose the
results of one run of the monolingual extraction in the
source language (SL), and one run in the target lan-
guage (TL), to serve as a starting point for the multi-
lingual extraction. For this multilingual methodology,
only CTs that have been extracted in the monolingual
phase are considered, so no new instances are added.
Once the appropriate monolingual results for SL and
TL have been selected, word alignments are calcu-
lated using ASTrED aligned syntactic tree edit distance
(Vanroy et al., 2021), which is based on Awesome Align
(Dou and Neubig, 2021) neural word alignment, that
relies on multilingual language models.
Alignment scores per SL and TL CT pair are calcu-
lated as 2A + 2B + C, where A = (number of com-
plete matches between SL and TL CT)/(frequency of
SL CT), B = average match percentage between SL CT
and TL CT, and C = (times SL CT and TL CT occur
in same aligned sentence)/(frequency of SL CT). This
metric was set experimentally and all alignments with a
score of at least 0.5 are currently displayed. The thresh-
old was set low on purpose, to favour recall and provide
multiple options which may not always be literal trans-
lation, but can still be relevant. As with the monolin-
gual extraction, results can either be viewed in a table
as seen in Figure 1, with one or multiple potentially
equivalent TL CTs per SL CT, or with the candidate
terms in context per document, as in Figure 2, with a
parallel scroll for SL and TL texts.

5.2. Evaluation: Annotation
The performance of the multilingual term extraction
from parallel corpora was manually evaluated on a
bilingual (EN-NL) corpus in the domain of corruption.
This corpus is part of the training data for the mono-
lingual term extraction, which means that the results
of the monolingual term extraction will be exception-
ally good, so the evaluation can focus on the perfor-
mance of the bilingual alignment. Nevertheless, users
should be aware that the multilingual extraction is de-
pendent on the results of the monolingual extractions.
The corpus consists mainly of texts from EU institu-
tions, including treaties, reports, and other official com-
munication on the subject of corruption. The English
and Dutch parts of the corpus count 52,847 and 54,233
tokens respectively. Monolingual term extraction was
performed with the standard settings of the D-Terminer
demo (IOB labelling, system trained on all domains
and all labels). This resulted in a total of 1129 English
CTs and 1367 Dutch CTs. Bilingual extraction was
performed as described above, once using English as
SL and Dutch as TL, once vice versa. Evaluating the re-
sults in both directions was important as this has a con-
siderable impact on results, as will be discussed. Three
linguists each annotated 100 EN-NL and 100 NL-EN
CT pairs, evaluating both the type of instance and the
quality of the alignment. The instances were selected
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Figure 1: Screenshot of D-Terminer demo, showing multilingual results as list.

Figure 2: Screenshot of D-Terminer demo, showing multilingual results in context.
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by sorting the results by the frequency of the source
term, dividing them into 10 sections, and selecting 10
pairs from each section. That way, the evaluation re-
flects results from different frequency distributions. As
there are many CTs that only occur once in the corpus,
41 (EN-NL) and 60 (NL-EN) of the 100 pairs per trans-
lation direction were CTs that only occurred once in the
entire corpus.
Results were presented to the annotators in a table sim-
ilar to that used in the online interface (see Figure 1).
For each SL CT, annotators had to indicate:

1. Is the SL CT a:

(a) Specific Term (domain- and lexicon-specific),

(b) Common Term (only domain-specific),

(c) Named Entity relevant to the domain,

(d) Named Entity not relevant to the domain, or

(e) bad candidate (e.g., partial term or Named En-
tity, clearly neither a term or Named Entity).

2. Is the most highly ranked TL CT for the SL CT:

(a) equivalent,

(b) equivalent but with a different part-of-speech,

(c) not equivalent, but useful for a translator, or

(d) irrelevant

In case the most highly ranked potentially equivalent
TL CT was not an exact equivalent (2c or 2d), they also
had to indicate whether a correct equivalent was present
among the other ranked suggestions and indicate the
rank. When the most highly ranked TL CT was found
to be a completely irrelevant match (2d) and no exact
equivalent was present, they also had to indicate the
rank of a potential non-equivalent but relevant TL CT
(if present).
Pairwise Cohen’s Kappa was used to calculate inter-
annotator agreement for annotation tasks 1 (SL CT)
and 2 (TL CT). Average agreement (in both transla-
tion directions combined) was 0.678 for task 1 and
0.731 for task 2, which are both considered substan-
tial agreement. There were only very small differ-
ences between translation directions. Most disagree-
ment on task 1 concerned Specific versus Common
Terms (which was expected based on previous exper-
iments (Rigouts Terryn et al., 2020b), especially in this
domain). Another recurring issue was differentiating
terms from Named Entities, e.g., Named Entities com-
bined with other words/terms (EU Anti-corruption Re-
ports) and relevant institutions (Court of Auditors). For
the annotations of the TL CT, most disagreement was
found between the not equivalent but relevant and ir-
relevant categories, especially in cases where the sug-
gested equivalent was part of a correct equivalent, e.g.,
legal - rechtspersoon [EN: legal person], and anticor-
ruptiestrategie [EN: anti-corruption strategy] - anti-
corruption. This is related to the different compound-
ing strategies in Dutch and English (discussed in the
next section).

5.3. Evaluation: Results and Discussion
In Table 1, the results of the annotations for both SL
and TL CTs can be seen per translation direction and
per annotator. The first observation is that the results of
the monolingual extraction are very good in both lan-
guages. On average, only 5 out of 200 extracted and
evaluated CTs were found to be bad candidates. This
was expected since the corpus was included in the train-
ing data for the monolingual extraction, allowing us to
focus on the cross-lingual alignments, i.e., the results
of the TL CT evaluation.
The multilingual results are good as well, but with a
bigger difference between the languages. For most
SL CTs, the most highly ranked potentially equivalent
TL CT was evaluated as an actual valid equivalent of
the SL CT. For the remainder of this contribution, the
evaluation of the suggested equivalent (TL CT) will be
based on majority voting, i.e., correct if at least 2 anno-
tators label the TL CT as 2a or 2b. The most highly
ranked TL CT was evaluated as a correct equivalent
75.5% of the time. For another 12.5%, an exact equiv-
alent was found among the more lowly ranked sugges-
tions, leaving only 12% of all evaluated CTs without
any exact equivalents among the suggested TL CTs.
For those 12%, a relevant suggestion was found in most
cases and only in 4.5% of the evaluated cases, no rel-
evant suggestion was made at all, including Specific
Terms, Common Terms, and Named Entities. Looking
at these instances in more detail, a number of explana-
tions can be found. The first and most common cause
for a lack of good equivalents in the TL is that the
appropriate equivalent was not always extracted dur-
ing the monolingual extraction phase. For instance,
the Dutch CTs standaardclausules and clausules [EN:
standard clauses and clauses] could not be matched to
their English equivalents, because the English forms
were not extracted as CTs. This regularly happens be-
cause of the different compounding rules in English in
Dutch. In Dutch, there are many single-word com-
pounds, of which the equivalent would be written in
two words in English. In some cases, this means the
Dutch compound is considered a term or Named En-
tity, while only a part of the English equivalent would
be considered as such. For instance, the Dutch WTO-
partners seems to be a relevant term or Named Entity,
but is written as 2 separate words in English (WTO
partners), where it is logical to extract only WTO, so
the Dutch CT cannot be matched to the complete equiv-
alent in English, because the latter has not been ex-
tracted. Another recurring issue is when the correct
equivalent is not present in the source segments, either
due to bad alignment, or rephrasing in the translations.
Of the 9 instances for which no relevant or useful
equivalents were found at all, only 2 occur more than
once. The first is a bad CT: BUILDING, which is part
of an all-caps title and falsely identified as a CT. It
occurs 7 times in total (mostly lowercased in general
contexts). The second CT that occurs more than once
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EN-NL NL-EN
Ann1 Ann2 Ann3 Av. Ann1 Ann2 Ann3 Av.

SL CT a. Specific Term 46 42 59 49 50 48 62 53
b. Common Term 22 24 16 21 21 25 14 20
c. Relevant Named Entity 16 12 10 13 19 15 15 16
d. Irrelevant Named Entity 13 15 14 14 9 10 9 9
e. Bad Candidate 3 7 1 4 1 2 0 1

TL CT a. Equivalent 79 78 81 79 63 61 63 62
b. Equivalent, different POS 3 2 3 3 2 1 2 2
c. Not equivalent, relevant 9 9 5 8 15 14 3 11
d. Irrelevant, with ranked equiv. 4 4 5 4 9 11 16 12
e. Irrelevant, no ranked equiv. 5 7 6 6 11 13 16 13

Table 1: Annotations of SL CT and most highly ranked option for potentially equivalent TL CT, per language
direction and per annotator, including average over all annotators. Since there are 100 instances per experiment,
the numbers can be interpreted as percentages.

and for which no good equivalent was found is instru-
mentalities, which occurs twice. The correct equivalent
(hulpmiddelen) is a more common word in Dutch and
was not found by the monolingual extraction. Overall,
the system performs slightly better on CTs that occur
more than once. For CTs that occur twice or more,
the most highly ranked potentially equivalent TL CT is
correct 88% of the time, versus 69% of the time for SL
CTs that occur only once. The label of the SL CT has
a small impact (exact impact depends on annotator),
but performance is consistently best for Named Enti-
ties (83%) and worst for Specific Terms (71%), with
Common Terms in between (80%) (numbers based on
SL CT annotations of Annotator 2).
There are a few instances of equivalents with different
parts-of-speech, e.g., investing - investering [EN: in-
vestment], though this is relatively rare (about 5 out of
200 annotated instances). On average, 8 to 11 percent
was annotated as non-equivalent but relevant. Most of
these concern pairs where one of the CTs is an equiv-
alent of part of the other CT, e.g., Court of Auditors
- Europese Rekenkamer [EN: European Court of Au-
ditors], and basisdelicten [EN: predicate offences] -
offences. Sometimes, they also concern bad SL CTs,
e.g., one which has part of a footnote attached due to
bad tokenisation: criminal justice[54 - strafrecht [EN:
criminal justice].

6. Conclusion and Future Work
The current contribution describes D-Terminer, an on-
line demo for monolingual and bilingual automatic
term extraction. The monolingual extraction is a su-
pervised system trained on annotated data that uses a
recurrent neural network to detect terms in context.
Users can also upload a parallel corpus in the form
of a translation memory to perform bilingual term ex-
traction, and automatically detect potentially equiva-
lent term pairs. Future work on this demo will include
more export options (e.g., export as TBX, export of
only validated CTs), more advanced monolingual term
extraction (combining language model with features),

and more linguistic preprocessing (to, e.g., be able to
group CTs by lemma). In addition to the online demo,
version 1.5 of the ACTER dataset was released, which
makes sequential annotations available to users to sup-
port research on supervised neural methodologies for
term extraction.
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